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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

If you don’t believe in paranormal events, meet the people from White Hill.

It’s been years since all but the daughter in the Smiths’ family were found brutally murdered. The people of the town are getting
uneasy as more and more witnesses have spoken about seeing the silhouette of a little girl standing in the house. Rumors spread
that the silhouette has to be Ellen, the daughter of the Smith’s family, whose body was never found during the investigation of
the murders. 1 year later, James, a bright and eager investigator, has taken matters into his own hands to finally reveal the truth

of what happened that horrible night.
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Play as James, an intelligent detective who is trying to get to the bottom of the paranormal events happening in the
Smiths' Residence at White Hill.

Dive into an emotional and thrilling experience while solving puzzles and persisting through nerve-racking scenarios.

Listen to breath-taking soundtracks as you’re traversing through the unnerving residence of the Smiths' in a beautiful
pixel art style.

Enjoy the atmospheric storytelling as you unfold the mystery by completing all chapters.
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Title: Ellen
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Red Mount Media Intl, Antarsoft
Publisher:
Red Mount Media Intl
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher 64bits

Processor: 1.7 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260, ATI Radeon 4870 HD, or equivalent card with at least 512 MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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A classic from the olden days of strategy, a great game for singleplayer and multiplayer alike! For those who are wondering how
to fix the game and run multiplayer, the game is so old it requires Games for Windows Live to run it. This game still has a small
but committed community of great players, with plenty of mods if needed. The game balance itself is a bit odd requiring you to
complete the campaigns to unlock "Special units" for multiplayer, such as the Iowa class battleship, or even the infamous
MXY-7 Ohka rocket powered suicide plane!

The link below will download the installer for GWFL, it will not cause any changes to your PC and is from Microsoft
themselves. Think of it like Steam but for really old games, it can accessed through the in-game overlay.
https:\/\/go.microsoft.com\/fwlink\/?LinkID=201134

In conclusion, this game is a fun nostalgic experience and when on sale for only 1 dollar is a great game to get!. Considering the
$1 I paid for it, Hamilton's Great Adventure isn't a bad little puzzle game. It's charming, it has nice graphics and the puzzles are
pretty straight forward. The gameplay consists of traversing a map from point A to point B, while dealing with things such as
switches, converyors, gates, etc. that limit your movement. Your tools to deal with this are limited to add to the challenge. That's
really all there is to it!

So like I said, it's simple but it's not bad for a cheap little time waster. Especially if you got a 90% off coupon from badge
crafting. The controls can be infuriating at times; Hamilton doesn't turn as responsibly as you'd like him to sometimes which
leads to restarts of levels for stupid reasons. Given time though, you can adjust to these mechanics issues and still make for a
nice way to kill 10 minutes at a time.

They're attempting some kind of story to go along with Hamilton's little adventure here, but considering he and his grandaughter
speak in grunts and coo's, I uh...could care less about that.. Do NOT... DO NOT waist your time on this.... I downloaded this for
FREE and i want a REFUND..

Here is what happen when i played the game.. Listen...

1. Spawned with kar98 playing as Germany...
2. Saw a friendly tank start running to it EXPLODE *you die*
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3. You are not allowed to go near any tank or you will explode and die.
4. If you go outside the map *Explode and die*
5. Graphic in-game 8/10
6. Sound in-game 2/10
7. Community in-game -11/10

DO not waist your time on this... It becomes clear to me why this game drowned when it first came out in 2004. I wanted to love
it, but here is why I couldn´t:

I play on my Win XP rig for authenticity reasons so I can´t give any insight of what issues this game has on modern systems.

Let´s start.

Length, Story, Sound and Presentation:

It´s pretty short to begin with if you play it quickly and don´t die too often. You have 13 missions which I each finished in
roughly 30 mins. If you have good aim and know your FPS games, you run through this pretty quickly.
Graphicswise the game was ok in 2004, it had all you wished for, a nice jungle environment for example, but I gotta say the
animations in the cutscenes are bugged and break immersion, as well as the sound design. While the animations are too fast or
too abrupt and buggy when transitioning stances, the sounds often are of different quality, sometimes high quality sounds and
then low quality appear next to each other in the effects or voice department, such as marines shouting or explosions. Gun
sounds are beefy and done nicely, obviously with most of the sound budget going in there, the rest doesn´t stand out and often
even falls too short in terms of quality and atmosphere. Between missions you get characterization in form of letters written
from your dad to you and you to your parents with reports of thoughts and what´s going on. Typical war letters which explain
situations at home and with your characters streams of thoughts. You play the generic black marine called Dean Shepard. A real
story as in cutscenes or plot doesn´t exist. You simply play missions as experiences of an marine. I wasn´t immersed enough to
care in terms of story sadly. Vegetation is thick and animated and it feels like jungle even though the corridors are quite
obvious. Vietcong gave you a more open feel, sometimes literally being semi open world compared to Men of Valor, and you
can feel vietnam shouldn´t be treated to much like a corridor. MoV is straight up widened up corridors and sometimes straight
up corridors leading to your objectives. Cutscenes in between chapters are historical flicks presenting information about the
vietnam war and your next area of operation. From Khe Sanh to the Tet Offensive. Loading screens are presented with
president´s quotes etc. It feels pretty pretentious given that the characters are uncanny valley.

Gameplay, Gunplay, AI, etc.:

Your squadmates can shoot and move. That´s about it. They have names you forget as the presentation and story can´t keep you
thrilled enough to give a s h i t nor should you. The enemy AI is artificially difficult. They often run past you or keep an blind
eye to their path finding or they straight up aimbot you. It happens only occasionally but can get annoying in the worst scenarios,
same goes for your squadmates. I´ve seen that hodges guy run past enemy lines too often to care anymore. You can´t give em
commands like in vietcong, taking control out of your hands in this game. The guns feel different from many other corridor
FPS´s and are fun to shoot with decent animations and models for the time. Objectives are repetitive and barely change from
what you see in the first few missions. There are a few decent missions where objectives feel fresh and so does level design, but
that is done in the first third of the game and barely ever comes back.

At the second half of the game most spawnpoints in the world are set to solely make you ragequit. You have to carefully
advance otherwise you trigger enemy spawns and enemies just spawn all around you and you are cucked without the support of
your squadmates. Some buildings have collision detection issues, so do some rocks and enemies themselves. Thankfully barely
any trees have. Meaning even when cowering like a m o t h e r f u c k e r behind your rock while you can see the enemy, you
can´t hit him as you shoot the rock instead. Sadly you don´t notice it easily, because of the lack of decals such, as bulletholes,
which make it hard to get bullet feedback. The enemies themselves give feedback when hit, such with animations and blood,
except when in a running animation, in which they barely react at all to your shots but still get hurt.

Another issue is movement speed. You either snail walk or you jog, which is your standard fastest speed and it´s infuriating in
dire situations! Make sure you play by the games rules as you can´t jump either and looting enemies takes 2 secs if you can even
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reach them without running into the enemy directly. You can run out of ammo as well, which means reloading the last
checkpoint. You can´t quicksave! So you have to rely on these quite widely spread checkpoints. Which isn´t bad, but not good
either.
Some guns have different values as others, the most effective ones are semi auto high caliber rifles such as the SKS and M14,
while the M16, CAR 15, Type 56, AK47, RPD, M60, Scoped Mosin and M21, Thompson M1, PPSh 41, are mediocre at best.
Many guns are low in terms of accuracy when standing and require you to shoot from a crouching or lying position to enhance
your chances of survival, but the sad thing about that is that due to the jungle environment, crouching and lying basically renders
you an idiot, as you can´t spot any enemy anymore deu to the high grass! DUH. So using the semi auto modes on those guns is
key to survival generally. A deep cut in fun by stupid game design.
Another stupid game design was the aiming and leaning feature. If you aim with your gun you can´t strafe, instead you lean left
or right. There are no iron sights, just a zoom with your crosshair. If you manage to adopt to that system, congrats, otherwise
you will curse the game designers. You have an option for enabling loose aimpoint, aka rail shooter fixed camera with moveable
gun and crosshair, but that´s just for personal preference anyway.

You can´t choose anything besides medium difficulty unless you played the game once, or at least I think that was a bug in my
game... I really can´t figure it out. In terms of difficulty balancing the game is f u c k e d either. Headshots gets them down
pretty easily while everything else is basically the same damage multi. 3 shots in the toes is the same as 3 in the back with most
machine guns. Only semi auto only guns with higher caliber are different. They are often 1 hit headshot or 2 hit body shot
depending on enemy type. Damage inflicted on you however is broken. You either take small chunks of health when hit or half
of it directly which leaves you swearing again and most enemies have the same 7.62 ammo or guns. For health you collect
canteens from looting enemies and rarely you find medic kits laying around. If you are hit you need to hold the bandage button
so you don´t bleed out too quickly. You can basically restore most of the lost health from the gunshot by doing that, as it fills up
the medicus that serves as a health indicator on the left down corner of your screen.

Conclusion:

Repetitive, mediocre, flawed designs, unimpressive vietnam game by the leftovers of the game stuiod 2015. It´s more of an
Original Xbox diamond than a PC diamond. A decent shooter with a nice promise but mediocre execution. I can not
recommend it to anyone who isn´t an FPS veteran, or someone who loves vietnam era games or does care for the things said
above.. QP Shooting – Dangerous!! has managed to sucker me right in not only with its brave you-die-you-lose foundation, but
how it manages to provide enough different ways to play that it pays homage to several of the shooters of my past all at once.
And it’s adorable, yes that much is true, but it’s just a malicious veneer. But you’re still going to fall for it – just like I did.

Full Review // http://www.honestgamers.com/12423/pc/qp-shooting-dangerous/review.html. Demon Slayer class is bugged. His
rush skill will take you out of the map if you use it next to enemy spawns,
And 90% of the time it does 0 damage, does not stun, and makes you stop right at the enemy's feet, just for you to get killed.
Also, all the recent (and less recent) changes killed this game for me. Bugged new class won't help.. Episode 1: A great
introduction to the game's world and characters. Great sense of humour. A few really exciting scenes, but a couple of annoying
quicktime events (Like every episodic game).

Episode 2: A few new characters are introduced, including Handsome Jack from Borderlands 2. He turns out to be one of the
funnier parts of this episode and also one of the more important choices you have to make involves him. Overall, not quite as
good as Ep.1, but still very good and funny.

Episode 3: The best episode yet. By far the most action and most character development out of any episode. You begin to see
certain relationships take turns you'd never thought of at first and probably the best character in the whole game "Gortys" is
introduced. It ends at quite an intense spot and I can't wait to see where it goes next.

Episode 4: Probably the funniest episode in the entire game so far. A lot more of Gortys which is a good thing, and a crazy
cliffhanger. Not quite as good as Episode 3, but still really good and probably my second favourite.

UPDATE:
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Episode 5: The final episode in this series has just decided it... Tales From The Borderlands is my favourite game of 2015 which
is impressive considering how much i love Fallout. I never expected for such a funny game, that I would become so attached to
these characters and I really am sad that it's over. However, that being said, this was a fitting end to this fantastic series and I
believe this is telltale's best game so far.
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Pretty good game, only a tiny bit of bugs. I would suggest to add some things like Rain delays, and such.. Wow is this game bad!
Let's go over it.
The premise of the game is quite interesting, a very small planet, a prince, a crafting type of game with a taste of Saint-
Exupery's Le petit prince.
Prepare for a letdown.
The game had a first challenge which was to not make the player feel constrained by the planet. Mission failed. Overall both the
environment and what you can create is very dull. There are basically very very few buildings, recipes, and so forth.
You want to farm, you only have three fields, you want to fish, only two types of fish are available, the list goes on and on.
The game is very short lived, and all the missions do not give any sense of progression whatsoever.
The combat is always a weak point in those games, and in this regard Deiland does not do it very well. There's a whole thing
around magic, but the magic is not really an attack per se but an "animation" that in the end gives damage to the enemy.
The way monster pops up is bugged, I ended up having to wait practically my complete playthrough to see a specific monster
linked to a quest.
There is no story to talk about, I could tell you the complete ending without spoiling anything.
There are also a lot of little thing that overall makes the experience not very enjoyable such as the disappearing resources, the
insane timer fest like in a superb mobile game.
The game is basically enjoyable for two hours and then you realise that's pretty much all you will get for about ten hours (which
for a game of the genre is pretty low...).
So yeah, total waste of my time and very disappointed overall about the game. It basically look and feel like an very early
access.. This game seemingly has all the makings of of a bad game but it really managed to suprise me. its a fun fps with really
solid level design, charming graphics, and gore that works really good.. need some more weapons. Great Price, Great fast paced
action and a great soundtrack to combine all of that into a awesome little fun time consumer, just like it's other counterparts. So
all in all whether you are buying this for a +1 to your perfect game, or game count or to play this game it suits all aspects, a
really great add on.

This game is a bit different than it's others in a few ways, the art for one isn't as great unfortunately but we have a extra gun here
which means more bullet spraying mayhem. The game feels slightly easier even with Hardboiled mode but it still offers a lot of
fun.. good blitzkrieg rip off, but its buggy as hell and I got stuck on the first mission with no way of finishing.

just play blitzkrieg

Update #003 - Live Stream On Sunday + New Props!:
Hello Everyone,

It’s been exactly 10 days since we have been live on Game Jolt. I would like to Thank you all once again for the great feedback
and we have some really cool gameplays from youtubers that you can find in the comments section of the main page.
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In today’s devlog, we’d like to showcase some art & also announce our first live stream which will be taking place coming
Sunday!

Live Stream - Sunday - April 1st, 2018

Connect on Twitch for Live Stream https://www.twitch.tv/redmountmedia

Timings
USA - 15.00
Netherlands - 21.00

In the live stream, we will be discussing Ellen of course and also together create some new pixel art for the game.

Also if you are curious about how we have made certain thing in the game, please feel free to ask about it. We would like to
connect with all of you and make this game an amazing experience.

So who is in for the live stream? ^^

Don’t forget to follow us on twitter and share the game demo with everyone in the world.

Twitter - Ellen The Game https://twitter.com/ellenthegame

Good day ya’ll and can’t wait to meet you all in the stream,
Team Red. Releasing Ellen On 15th Feb!:
We are really excited for the launch, on 15th Feb you will be able to purchase Ellen on Steam for $5.99 packed with exclusive
OST! (Limited Time) 

You will be able to buy Ellen for $5.99 only for a week! The original price of the game will be $9.99.

More details will be published soon…

Join Ellen’s Discord: https://discord.gg/nTSefXz
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ellenthegame
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That’s all for now ^^
Team Red. Looking forward for your feedback!:
Hello Everyone,

We are happy to have launched Ellen - Demo on Steam. We hope that you will like the demo and we are looking forward to
your valuable feedback.

Official Site[www.ellen-game.com]
Twitter

You can also email to reach us - hello@redmountmedia.com

Team Red. Ellen Teaser: The Fall - Play on Aug 13th:
Hello Guys,

We are very excited to talk about our upcoming playable teaser which has 40 min+ play time. It was a couple of months ago
after the release of the Ellen Demo that we decided to work on a playable teaser along with working on our final release of the
game.

Reason? You guys! We had a great response from the community overall on GameJolt, Steam and Itch.io. We decided to
compile a summary of the whole game and let the players enjoy the below:

Different Environments

Taste to simple puzzles

Classic spooky elements

Introduction to some of the dark entities in the game

So you are going to play as James, you are alone in the house, you will be investigating the mysterious murder of The Smiths'
and look for Ellen.

Just 2 more days to go and now we are free to talk more about our development and share as we approach the release of our
final game.

Thank you for your amazing support! We can't wait for all the let's players to take up on it and we're also looking forward to
hear feedback from all of you so that we not only create something better than our upcoming playable teaser but finish an
AWESOME game!

Don't' forget to save about an hour this coming monday!

See ya all ^^
Team Red. Improvements, Xbox Controller & Mac Build.:
Thank you very much for downloading and playing Ellen, it's well received by the community and we are excited to read what
people have to say.

Ellen is out since a week and considering the feedback we have couple of things we'd like to highlight and address in this thread:

1. We are going to be working on the references of the puzzles make them easy for some. The puzzles are logical but tricky and
we only decide to do it so to make it bit easy for some who are happen to be spending more time.

2. We decided to map Xbox controller in the game and we are going to cover the main game-play. However for puzzles you'd
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still need mouse and keyboard.

3. Get ready we are bringing Ellen on Mac!

If you have played the game already, we'd appreciate if you could leave a review on the store page. It helps everyone learn more
about the game and definitely recommends the right audience.

At any point you'd like to connect with the developers, please start a thread in the Community Hub or leave a comment below.
We'd love to hear from you!

We will post another announcement in the mid week with the progress!

Team Red
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